
Words and Images
Session 2



Etiquette

📷 Cameras on — show your face 

🔇 Mute yourself when not talking 

 Drop your questions in the chat + “raise” your hand during questions 
time 

📩 Don’t give up: Something isn’t clear? Get in touch.

❤ Be nice!



Nice work!



Today’s Agenda

📚 Session 1: Fundamentals and orientation

🛠 Session 2: Working with words and images

🛠 Session 3: Analyzing and visualizing data

🛠 Session 4: Automation, APIs, Privacy & broader implications

♻ Session X: Reinforcement & Support



Understanding Tokens

- Token: A unit of text that the model reads and 
generates.

- Can be as short as one character, or as long as 
one word. For example, in the sentence "ChatGPT 
is great!", there are four tokens: "ChatGPT", "is", 
"great", and "!".

- Tokens are also the units by which the model 
learns during training: it learns to predict the next 
token in a sequence given the previous tokens.

- GPT 3.5 token limit: 2,048; GPT-4: 8,192 (or 
32,768); Claude: 100,000; 

https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer


Understanding prompts 



👋 Questions so far?



Working with Words



Analyzing Text



Browsing the Web



ChatGPT Plugins 



Combining multiple tools

● Searches the web
● Real-time results
● Links to sources

● Strongest reasoning 
skills

● Plugins
● Code & 

Visualizations

● Digests longers texts
● Rivals ChatGPT’s language 

skills
● Safer (?)

https://bard.google.com/u/2/
https://chat.openai.com/
https://www.anthropic.com/


What else can you do with a higher token limit?

https://claude.ai/chats


👋 Questions so far?



Conducting Market Research



Chatting with your own data

https://www.chatbase.co/
https://www.chatpdf.com/


Doing deeper research



Turn your outline into a presentation



Or a podcast…
(Use anyvoice, including yours…)



Adding some background music…



Reviewing a Contract



More specialized tools

https://www.spellbook.legal/
https://www.robinai.com/
https://www.harvey.ai/


👋 Questions so far?



Group Activity — 7 minutes:

Introduce yourself and then use 
ChatGPT together to… convince 
me to buy this pen. 

Use whatever you know about 
me, feel free to make 
assumptions, ask ChatGPT for 
help.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW7DCSR4h4E


Group Activity — 7 minutes:

Introduce yourself and then use 
ChatGPT together to… convince 
me to buy this pen. 

Use whatever you know about 
me, feel free to make 
assumptions, ask ChatGPT for 
help.



Working with Images



The easy (and lousy) way

https://labs.openai.com/


The better version — Midjourney 
(Transformer + GAN)



Create a Discord Account

https://discord.com/


Join the MidJourney Server: 

http://discord.gg/midjourney 

http://discord.gg/midjourney


Basic Prompt Format: /imagine . . . 



Upscaling, Zoom Out, Reruns, and Variations



Vary region

https://www.midjourney.com/app/


Advanced Prompt Parameters

https://docs.midjourney.com/docs/parameter-list


Learning in public…



Imagine prompts



/blend prompts



The Midjourney Web App

https://www.midjourney.com/app/


Find prompts and inspiration

https://aivalley.ai/prompt/
https://promptbase.com/


Who owns the output? 
~You if you have a paid account. 

But others can use/remix it.



Is there legal risk? 
Yes



Activity — 4 minutes:

Create a Discord + MidJourney 
Account.

Generate an image that captures 
your current mood. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW7DCSR4h4E


Here’s my homework

https://docs.google.com/file/d/10hrVHuo7Ps4b1jV-SooPSO6Hd_A36LgC/preview


Create a Pixar Character
(and learn from a Tweet!)

https://twitter.com/venturetwins/status/1662931945486180354?s=51&t=0Stip86PlwsH0O0SthSEOA


Next Week

📚 Session 1: Fundamentals and orientation

🛠 Session 2: Working with words and images

🛠 Session 3: Analyzing and visualizing data

🛠 Session 4: Automation, APIs, Privacy & broader implications

♻ Session X: Reinforcement & Support



Thank you!


